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WILLIAM VITORINO DESIGNER
PORTFOLIO
Background Designer & Web-Developer
Graphic designer and web- Developer with a strong background in
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marketing design. 3+ years of experience in creating infographics, Facebook
ad creatives, banners ads, and more. portfolio piece. Find the one that fits the
best with your text and photos for your project. Go to your “pages” panel to
copy, paste and shift around different layout pages to craft your desired case
study pages. www.williamit.com
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Skill & Ability Designer

Highly skilled with various programs such as Adobe Photoshop . Experienced
with creating images , possessing expert skill level in drafting storyboards,
mock-ups and drafts. Specializes in creating assets for use by layout artists
and web designers.

Web- Developer Experience
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My experiences in IT and Social Media help to improve your business. The
competitive market we live requires new ideas and quick answers to solve
problems of sales. I am able to manage multiple projects simultaneously while
meeting all deadlines.
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Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

SEO is already recognized as a career in IT industry. SEO is a profession that
can be practiced while working for a company or as a solo practitioner which
can work in office or in home. More and more companies need someone with
knowledge and skill to understand search engneer optamization. Cetificate
of Google Garage

LOG0 MARKS

Commercial Logo Mark
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PHOTOSHOP - SOLITUDE AND EMPTINESS

The image was developed with Photoshop using mask tool. The meaning
of image is about solitude and emptiness surrender our life but can be fill
walking or reading books. The image is part of e-commerce website Hey
! Second Hand Book.
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SODA SYPHON IMAGE BEFORE AND AFTER
BON TRADING

Photoshop project was built to increase sales online of Soda Syphon bottle.
The photo was taken inside of shop and converted and single commercial
item image. It can be seen a website Atomic Coffee Machine.
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COVER DIGITAL MAGAZINE

The Power of Garlic
It is a digital Magazine but can be
also used to cover a book. The cover
was made with Adobe Photoshop
improving the font using Blending
Model tool adding gold color and
shape. The digital magazine will be
on sale in amazon online.
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THE HISTORY OF GARLIC

GARLIC AND ITS HISTORY
Practically all the great events in the history

consuming garlic was frequent. She believed-

of Garlic was present in all mankind. 6000

It is believed that the consumption of garlic

years before Christ, several peoples from Asia

would allow a long and healthy life. It would

already knew and used the plant for medicinal

prevent theemergence of numerous diseases

purposes and in the use ofcooking. According

and used to be treated as a plantenergy.

to archaeologists numerous tribes living in

Recently, garlic paintings were discovered in

Asia Minor used to collect the plant in the

templesreligious in Egyptian holy cities.

field. Already in this period the plant was used
in the preparation of spices and production of
syrups .

The work dates from approximately 3500
Ac, referred to the plant with divine powers.
They were also found in inside some

Because of its high preserving power over food,

sarcophagi of pharaohs, dated medicinal

garlic is no longer collected spontaneously

manuscriptsapproximately 1200Ac .

and is now cultivated by farmers .A 4000 AC,
Extensive swathes of arable land are now
used for planting grass.
In both the Ganges River (India) and the Nile
River (Egypt), the planting of garlic counted
with hundreds of farmers and slaves in the
countryside. The bigger the demand for the
plant, which is more than the demand for
the plant, and is even marketed in the Major
cities in the ancient world It was in ancient

Among the numerous recipes and comments
onplants and animals, garlic has been
mentioned several times in documentssacred
Egyptians.
They described garlic as a sacred plant
because it provided longevity to man. And
some manuscripts, it was pointed out that it
is important eat garlic frequently, as it could
combat 22 diseases.

Egypt that garlic came to be really recognized

Heart

as medicinal plant and excellent herb for

weakness were one of the diseases mentioned

seasoning.

in the manuscripts. Garlic made a plant so

Practically the whole society Egyptian garlic
was consumed during meals by members of
the nobility Egyptian to peasants the habit of

problems,

tumours

and

physical

admired andrespected in Egyptian society
that in some pharaohs’ sarcophagi weregarlic
strings deposited. In the tomb of the young
pharaoh Tutancâmon wasfound some garlic
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PHOTOSHOP & ILLUSTRATOR
PROJECTS

01

Illustrator - Rocket Space
Rocket Space image was built with Adobe Illustrator. Pencil was major tool
used to during whole project.
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Photoshop - Insomnia
Insomnia is disease that affect life of millions people in modern world. The agony
and anxiety to get few hours sleep every night brings anxiety and depression.
With Adobe Photoshop I decided expressioned my feel about insomnia adding
mask tool with principal element of image.

Photoshop - Holiday Destination- 2021

FLYERS & LABELS

Any credits or fine print copy can be placed right here in this area
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T-SHIRT

T-shirt Dynamic Mark
T- shirt - Dynamic mark was built in Adobe Photoshop
using two colors and major tool of working was liquify.

T-shirt Full moon
T- shirt - Full moon project was made with Adobe
Photoshop using pencil tool .
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T-SHIRT DYNAMIC MARK
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T-shirt Dynamic Mark

CHRISTMAS FLYER 2019

Christma with Atomic
Digital flyer celebrating Christmas with new an
atomic coffee maker in the home in 2019.
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LOGO MARKS
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Souks Mediterranean Food

Souks Mediterranean food logo was made following the
specification and orientation of owner of business.
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Atomic Coffee Maker

William IT
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The logo was built in 2018 and passed to be used in my
site and social media
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Sub heading here

Log - Dynamic mark was built in Adobe Photoshop using
two colors and major tool of working was liquify.

